
The Jester Figure 
so wonderfully
entertaining 
and educating
kings and emperors
 in 
 Classic China 
 Mogul India 
 & Africa 
Like Stánczyk 
wise men who speak like fools  
roles in royal politics reason 
courts and satire serving
a similar purpose

Modern Europe 
 Humanist More, 
 Bacon & Burton
 Foolery Advocate
 & (A) hidden message(s)
 
Hypertext The Critique and Wisdom 
not necessarily to go hand-in-hand
their troubled times, a
 Special Critique of the Church,
 literary variant of jesterism 
 serving The Ship of Fools 
 (1494, Mixed media, 
      dimensions variable). 
Sebastian Brants the engravings of Dürer 
forebodes the reformation 
Martin Luther and 
Calvin writing

eleven

Charivari,
B.K. Otto
The World upside down
literary incarnations 
 actions of the fox
 and the Invisible man
and Rudyard Kiplings

wikipedian paranoia: 

So fare quae sentias,
anonymous person
 does the dirty work
 to break the rules 

the carnivalesque
hitting someone 
 That same system

 denies the strict 
 subjectivity 
the Pope was 
pushed over 
acts never were facts

not exactly

In a world of barbarians
the thing 
can bleed out of his mouth.
But that’s just me
Sublime and Real.

see sane for
 The Orthodox Holy Fools
 Talking Statues 
 In Medieval Rome 
 jumped the barriers
 knocked him down
 fattened the bees 
 and flayed the herd.

The Age of Absolutism
Questioning 
 the supreme powers
 the Catholic Church and 
 the absolute monarchy in 
 the rising nation states 
 Sources in 
17th century 
France and Italy
 faith without question
 the divine power 
 of the monarch 
the Emperor is God
 Le droit 
 divin
a theoretical base for autocratic rule
 the wrath of the people
 the representatives 
 the tax collectors, judges 
 favorites etc.
ritually humiliated
 thrown at
 excrements and mud 
(and other scatologies)

dragged through the streets (parade)
lynching of the representatives (parade)

All that went 
 wrong
 projected 

the king remains 
 innocent
 temporarily blind

the misfortunes of his subjects
 under the influence 

religious wars 
ravaged Europe

Tyrannicide & Resistance Theory
 Luther’s Bärwolf
 Huegenot monarchomaques
 Revolutionary Declaration des Droits 
 de l’Homme et du Citoyen
all men equal (…) still the radical 

 four years of terror

the idea of assaulting
 the divine legitimacy 
 of the king Louis XVI decapitated
 the Place de la Concorde
horror the courts of Europe 
 Acts of tomfoolery liberal 
 democracies end point?

Passive Civil Disobedience
men in power and men without
Empire 

 Symbolic assassinations
/ actions 
the meaning people 
 ascribed 
 “the end of” 
 J. Lennon Hippie 
 Archduke FF Empires
twin towers 
lese majeste 
 end of colonialism etc 

De Stoete Ostendenoare 
 chopped of the hand 
 of a Congolese man 
decapitation of Baudoin
 Bill Gates creamed
 Bush ducked 
shoes conference
hurled statuette situation

 well considered 
 well prepared &
 insane 

political statements 
in a non-artistic context 
simply occupying space
a political act

make a statement
 your audience 
 is far too small 

Die fetten jahre sind vorbei, scapegoats 
 capitalism and its wrongs
disabling 160 trains
Propaganda whiskered men 
with bombs

The timeless echo chamber of 
the spectacle
I kinda like it

The Sun 
Rises in the East
WARNING 

In Risu Veritas 
Many a True Word 
Spoken in Jest 
On the Ship of Fools!! 

 The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 The Pure Event

The Spirit of Terrorism 
a folk movement Baudrillard 
global events Diana’s 
death the Soccer 

 The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 The Pure Event

World Cup violent and real 
Events wars — genocides 
global stature/presence 
jeopardizing globalization 

 The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 The Pure Event

the stagnant 
1990s events 
“went on strike”,
Macedonio Fernandez

     The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 the pure event.

events have ended 
the strike Duplicity 
the attacks 
on Washington WTC 

 The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 The Pure Event

Self-embodiement all 
the events 
which never 
took place... 

 The absolute event
 The mother of all events
 The Pure Event

Unreasonable Complainant Behaviour

http://books.google.be/books? 
hl=nl&lr=&id=h5CWQuNsVzgC 
&oi=fnd&pg=PP15&dq=Afflicted 
+Powers&ots=BJvzekzmlF&sig= 
VU6az_ZrXzRx_SQvMZHy1C0eB 
2o#v=onepage&q&f=false

Nasrudin
Matyas Corvinus
 & Tijl Uylenspiegel
diesen Spiegel 
sollen schauen 
Die Menschen 
alle, Männer, frauen; 
Die einen
den andern 
ich mein. 


